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Abstract 

Shearers and roadheaders are commonly used to extract useful 

mineral deposits, especially hard coal, and for drilling roadways in 

underground mines, tunnels and other underground buildings in civil 

engineering. As the primary working process of this type of 

machines, mechanical mining of rocks is carried out by cutting. 

These machines' working units are equipped for this purpose with 

picks, usually conical (point-attack). They have the form of an axially 

symmetrical body consisting of a steel shaft and a tip usually made 

of tungsten carbide, connected by a hard brass solder. Due to the 

possibility of spontaneous rotation in the pick holders and even wear 

and tear of their tip around the entire perimeter, conical picks have a 

much longer service life compared to radial picks. Their life, 

especially when cutting hard and sharp abrasive rocks, is, however, 

still unsatisfactory. Rapid wear of the picks leads to a decrease in 

mining efficiency, an increase in this process's energy consumption, 

and an increase in dynamic surplus to which the cutting machine is 

subject. Among many forms of wear and tear of the conical picks, 

attention was paid to the problem of asymmetrical abrasive wear of 

the tips, pulling out the connection of the soldered pick tip and fatigue 

breaking of the pick shafts in the transition zone of the shank into the 

shoulder. The article presents original propositions of modification 

of the construction of the roadheaders/shearers conical pick shafts 

and the method of fixing the tip in the pick shaft in order to increase 

their operational durability significantly. The technologies and 

devices necessary to manufacture conical picks of the proposed 

structure were described. The developed modifications significantly 

contribute to the improvement of functional properties, including the 

reliability of conical picks, used in particular for hard rock mining. 
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Introduction 

 

Modern longwall shearers used for mining coal and other minerals mined in longwall systems, as well as 

roadheaders used for drilling roadways in underground mines, tunnels and other underground buildings, are 

commonly equipped with conical (point-attack) picks armed with tips usually made of tungsten carbides (Fig. 1a 

& b). They have the form of axially symmetrical rotary elements embedded in pick holders attached by welding 

to the side surface of the cutting drums/heads of various shapes and sizes, depending on the purpose. There are 

often special, exchangeable sleeves made of alloy steel and heat-treated between the pick holders and the conical 

picks to obtain increased resistance to contact pressure and abrasive and erosive wear (Fig. 1c). 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Conical (point-attack) pick: a) U85/U85HD with a single shank (https://www.jyfmachinery.com/product/u85-u85hd-style-cutting-

picks-fitting-underground-mining-and-surface-mining, 2020), b) TS30C with a stepped shank (https://www.jyfmachinery.com/product/ts30c-

cutting-picks-fitting-underground-mining-and-surface-mining, 2020), c) mounted in a pick holder equipped with a sleeve (Komatsu, 2020) 

 

Conical picks are characterized by high efficiency because during cutting; they are automatically rotated 

relative to their axes, which ensures regular wear of their head, especially the tips. Thanks to this, there is a kind 

of "self-sharpening" of the picks. This allows for an increased service life of the picks and reduction of mining 

energy consumption (Jonak, 1998; Liu et al., 2015; Dewangan and Chattopadhyaya, 2016). 

In mining shearers/roadheaders operating conditions, there is often a disruption in the picks rotation process, 

which is influenced by many different factors. Dust, especially stone dust, in combination with water used to spray 

the mining zone creates a mixture, which often as a result of evaporation of water, sharply accelerated by heating 

of picks during work, tends to solidify. Deposits of solidified dust filling the gaps between the pick shanks and the 

slots in the pick holders make it difficult and, over time, prevent the picks from rotating. Corrosion processes also 

block the rotation of the picks, as the corrosion products have a larger volume than the corroded material. These 

adverse phenomena are favouring by longer breaks in the work of mining machines. 

Conical picks that lose their ability to rotate at an accelerated rate are destroyed. The wear of picks takes 

an unfavourable asymmetrical form, which deepens the process of pick degradation. Then, more often, chipping 

of the cemented carbide tip occurs, and even their complete removal from the head of the pick shaft (Dewangan 

et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Dewangan and Chattopadhyaya, 2016). Then, the mining's energy consumption 

increases, the level of vibrations and there are large dynamic surpluses accelerating the destruction of mining 

machines drives and their body. Also, the temperature of the picks increases sharply, accelerating their destruction. 

It even melts the hard solder, with which the picks are embedded in the pick shafts (Fig. 2). The wear of the picks 

on the heads/drums of mining machines is not the same. It depends on the location of the given pick on the side 

surface of the working unit of the mining machine (Tiryaki, 2004). This is due to the unequal conditions of the 

cutting process carried out by individual picks and the path on which they are in contact with the mined rock. The 

impact of picks on the mined rock, along with abrasive wear, is also accompanied by many other forms of wear, 
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such as adhesive wear, oxidation, micro fracturing, fatigue, thermal cracking, impact damage or chemical erosion 

(Singh et al., 2013; Sarwary and Hagan, 2015; Underground Mining, 2020). 

 

 
Fig. 2.  The conventional method of fixing a tip in a conical pick shaft by brazing: a) components,  

b) view of a fixed cemented carbide tip, c) cross-section through a solder connection 

 

In the situation described, solutions should be sought that favour the rotation of the picks in the pick holders 

and allow for more durable clamping of the tips in the conical pick shafts (Kotwica, 2010; Prokopenko et al., 2016; 

Choi et al., 2017; Bołoz, 2019). 

Another type of operational damage to the conical picks f the mining machines is fatigue fracture of the pick 

shanks (Luo et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2018) (Fig. 3). This type of destruction occurs less frequently than the 

symmetrical and asymmetrical wear of the head of the picks and breaking of the tips (in 70-80% of cases, only the 

tips and the head of the picks are worn (Prokopenko et al., 2018)). However, these damages are more critical. The 

fatigue fracture effect is caused by the accumulation of stresses in the contact area of the shoulder with the pick 

holder caused by the action of digging forces and the occurrence of a geometric notch in the transition zone of 

shank into the shoulder of the pick. The direction of the resultant force from mining to the longitudinal axis of the 

pick is essential here (Park et al., 2018). The susceptibility to fatigue fracture of the pick is compounded, especially 

when there are large gaps in the pick seat in the pick holder. They may result from incorrectly selected tolerances 

for the diameter of the pick shank and the socket in the pick holder or excessive wear of the seat surface in the 

pick holder. After a fatigue fracture of the shank, which occurs suddenly and without previous symptoms, the picks 

immediately lose any ability to cut rocks. Very quickly, the pick holders are severely damaged. Removal of damage 

to the pick holders is associated with the need to remove and transport the cutting drum/head, usually to a repair 

shop. This results in a long-lasting stoppage of the shearer/roadheader, significant mining losses and high costs. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Examples of the point-attack pick with low tip wear and fatigue broken shafts in the transition  

area between the shank and the shoulder 

 

In the described situation, all possible material and technological solutions should be used to increase 

the fatigue life of conical pick shafts. One of the ways to achieve significant improvement in the fatigue life of 

pick shafts is to use surface crush in the form of static or dynamic burnishing (Cheluszka et al., 2019). 

The compressive stress formed in the surface layer due to burnishing treatment causes a delay in the initiation and 

inhibition of the growth of fatigue cracks, which results in a significant increase in the resistance of the picks to 

variable loads. 

The problem of ensuring high durability of cutting tools used in mining machines is fundamental because the 

number of picks installed on the cutting heads/drums of these machines ranges on average from 40 to 60, and in 
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the case of roadheaders with transverse cutting heads, it can reach 90 (Gehring K H and Reumüller, 2002). This 

roadheader is therefore equipped with 180 picks. Also known are mining machines with unique construction, 

designed for mining hard and highly abrasive rocks (with compressive strength up to 120 MPa) in a longwall 

system. They are used to mine some types of platinum, copper and gold deposits. They are equipped with a much 

larger number of conical picks than those mentioned earlier (https://www.engineerlive.com/content/mining-hard-

rock-longwall-efficiency, 2020). They can be equipped with two arms located in a plane perpendicular to the face 

of the wall, each of which has two cutting heads. Each of these heads can be armed with 126 to 168 picks. As a 

result, the shearer can even be equipped with 672 picks (Rock Straight System, 2020). The costs of cutting tools, 

especially in the case of accelerated wear and tear, are therefore high. 

Considering the above, R&D works have been carried out for many years to increase the service life of mining 

machines picks. Increasingly better, more wear-resistant materials for tips, such as cemented carbides with an 

adequately selected structure (for example, S-Grade, Sandvik), tips with a multilayer structure (for example, 

Sandvik XT-Grade), thermostable diamond composites or ceramic materials (Restner et al., 2007; Jonak, 2011; Li 

et al., 2011; Prokopenko et al., 2016; Vogt, 2016; García et al., 2019). Additional technological measures are also 

applied to reduce the abrasive wear of the head of the pick shafts in the vicinity of the tip. Examples are 

the installation of cemented carbide rings, coating the surface with synthetic diamonds (PCD), the use of flat or 

round cemented carbide inserts, or hardening of the surface of the head of the pick shaft, e.g. by carburizing, laser, 

electric arc, HVOF or nanoHVOF (Bołoz, 2019; Choi et al., 2017; Krauze et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2010; Mu and 

Min, 2009). These treatments aim to reduce the intensity of wear of this part of the pick, which usually results in 

quick stripping of the tip and its pulling out of the mounting. The wear of the pick shaft's head does not have to be 

directly the result of the rock mining process but, for example, the friction of the pick against the spoil characterized 

by high abrasiveness and recirculation of this spoil (Underground Mining, 2020). 

The article presents selected constructional and technological aspects of the manufacture of conical (point-

attack) picks used especially for hard rock mining to improve their operational durability. Original proposals for 

modification of the conical picks structure, technological treatments and devices enabling their implementation on 

an industrial scale were presented. Apart from ensuring the possibility of achieving the goal mentioned above, the 

advantage of the developed modifications is low costs of their implementation. This is important for the economic 

profitability of their industrial use. 

 

Modification of the construction of the conical picks for mining machines 

 

The shank of the conical pick shafts usually has a cylindrical form with a constant diameter along the entire 

length of the shank (Fig. 1a) or with a graduated diameter with its increase in the transition zone into the pick's 

shoulder (Fig. 1b). The moment of resistance opposing the rotation of the picks around their axis (conditioning 

even wear of the tip along its entire circumference) is higher, the greater the radius of the shanks and the higher 

the average radius of the contact surface of the pick shoulder with the front surface of the pick holder (Kotwica, 

2012). It would, therefore, be beneficial to use the smallest possible diameter of the shank and the smallest possible 

outer diameter of the shoulder to ensure rotation of the picks. In turn, to ensure sufficient resistance to contact 

pressure and resistance to abrasive wear, a large surface area and a large external diameter of the shoulder are 

desirable. Due to the high static and fatigue fracture strength of the pick shanks, their large diameter is required. 

Also, it is desirable to use the largest possible transition radius between the shank and the shoulder (Fig. 4) to 

minimize the harmful effect of the geometric notch in this zone of the pick. The described opposing requirements 

create difficulties in the selection of the most advantageous dimensions in the sensitive zone of mining machines 

picks. 

For currently manufactured conical picks used in mining machines, the transition radius varies between 1.5 

and about 5 mm with a predominance of smaller values. Meanwhile, applying the rules as in the case of grading 

the diameter of shafts, the transition radii in the set-off should be at least (Dąbrowski, 2013): 

 

� ≥ 0.25 ∙ �	
� − 
��; [mm]                                                                                          (1) 

 

where: 

R – transition radius between the shoulder and the shank of the pick shaft [mm], 

DSL – shoulder diameter [mm], 

dSH – diameter of the shank of the pick shaft [mm]. 
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Fig. 4.  View of the transition area between the shank and the shoulder of a typical conical pick 

 

For example, for picks with a shank diameter of dSH = 38 mm and the shoulder diameter DSL from 52 to 

65 mm, the transition radius R should be higher than 5÷7 mm. In turn, for picks with a shank diameter dSH = 30 mm 

and diameter of the shoulder diameter DSL from the range mentioned above, the transition radius R > 6÷9 mm. 

One of the solutions facilitating the fulfilment of the requirements described above may be the use of adapter 

rings between the pick holder or sleeve and the bottom surface of the pick shaft shoulder. Such rings, made e.g. of 

alloy steel that has undergone heat or thermochemical treatment to achieve high hardness, allow effective 

reconciliation of the above-mentioned opposite requirements, especially when the picks are mounted in hardened 

sleeves. An exemplary shape of the adapter rings is illustrated in Fig. 5. The adapter rings enable the use of a larger 

radius of the transition of the pick shank into its shoulder and minimize its outer diameter. It is possible to use a 

fixed transition radius, as in Fig. 5a. A much more beneficial solution is to shape this pick zone with a variable 

radius R (Fig. 5b) with the largest possible radius in the zone of transition into the shank of the pick shaft or to use 

a half-toroidal shape (Fig. 5c). This configuration allows obtaining the most effective reduction of the notch, 

contributing to the increase in fatigue life of the pick shafts. 

The transition radius of the pick shafts, irrespective of the construction variant used, can be additionally 

strengthened by surface deformation carried out in one operation with burnishing of the shank. It is expedient here 

to protect this zone from corrosive influences, for example, by covering it with heat-resistant varnish. The use of 

a small angle β the inclination of the abutment surface facilitates the removal of dust particles, intensifying 

abrasive and erosive wear and making it difficult for the spray water with dust suspension to get into the pick seat 

the pick holders (Fig. 5b). 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Modification of the construction of the shaft of mining machines conical picks with adapter rings fixed by rolling the device from Fig. 

6: a) adapter ring with constant radius R=const, b) adapter ring with variable radius R=var increasing towards the shank and with a bevel 

at an angle β that facilitates the removal of dust and wear products from the friction area of the shoulder against the sleeve or pick holder,  

c) the half-toroidal adapter ring: 1 – shank of the pick, 2 – adapter ring, 3 – relief notches reducing stress concentration in the transition 

zone of the head of the pick into the shoulder 

 

It is desirable to permanently seat the adapter rings in the pick shafts, which can be done, e.g. by rolling using 

the tool in Fig. 6. After placing the pick (1) in the socket (9) with the high-friction insert (6) and fixed in the base 
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(3), the adapter ring (2) is inserted into the opening (1a) the shoulder (1b) from the shank (1c) of the pick shaft. 

Then the head (4) with the rollers (5) is lowered while giving it rotation about an axis (10) and longitudinal pressure 

until the edge part (7)of the pick is finally formed, as shown in Fig. 6c. Fig. 6b shows the condition before rolling 

the adapter ring. The rollers (5) are fixed in the head (4) using a cover (8). The head (4) can be rotated and pressed 

using a pillar drill, table drill or vertical milling machine. This procedure permanently connects the adapter ring to 

the pick shaft, which additionally protects the critical zone of the shaft, where fatigue fractures of pick shanks 

occur most often. 

The conical picks with the described modification retain the same external dimensions as conventional picks, 

which allows their use in existing cutting heads/drums of mining machines. 

Different types of sintered materials containing friction coefficient additives, such as graphite or molybdenum 

disulphide (MoS2), can be used for the adapter rings to reduce drag when the picks rotate. The adapter rings may 

be rolled cold or with local heating, e.g. with high-frequency currents. The thermal cramp after the procedure 

additionally strengthens the obtained connection of the adapter rings with the pick shafts, regardless of the method 

of the procedure. 

 

Positive-fit fastening of cutting tips in conical pick shafts 

 

Commonly used fastening of cemented carbide tips in pick shanks by brazing (Fig. 2) often does not meet the 

operational requirements, especially in the case of hard rock mining. Tips under extreme conditions are subject to 

accelerated damage in the form of tips chipping and even their full extraction (Cheluszka et al., 2019). Large 

temperature gradients occurring when cutting hard, highly abrasive rocks lead to softening and sometimes even 

melting of hard, usually brass solder. The insufficient or incorrect sprinkling of the cutting zone and incorrectly 

selected cutting parameters contribute to this. 

Figure 7 shows the method of fixing tips in conical picks shafts through a form-fit connection and a device 

for the practical implementation of the rolling process of tips (Cheluszka and Mikuła, 2019). This method consists 

of permanently setting the tip by hot rolling the material of the head of the pick shaft. The appropriate shape of the 

tip and its seating will ensure high operational durability of the connection with the simultaneous strengthening of 

the material of the head of the conical pick. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Device for mounting adapter rings in the shafts of mining machines conical picks: a) the device when connecting the adapter ring (2) 

in the pick (1) by rolling the shoulder material, b) detail "A" before the rolling operation, c) detail "A" after permanent rolling of the 

shoulder material (7) on the adapter ring (2) (description of the operation and indications of the device elements in the text) 

 

The pick (1) that is being processed, which in the head (1a) of the shaft has a cylindrical seat (1b), is equipped 

with a tip (4) of cemented carbide. The tip should have a cross-section increasing towards the base. In the case of 

axially symmetrical tips, they can be in the form of a cone with a small angle of sidewall convergence. The tip is 

permanently connected to the head of the pick shaft by rolling using rollers (6) after preheating the material in the 

connection zone to softening temperature. Heating up can be carried out inductively or with a gas burner system. 

The rollers (6) are pressed to the pick by the head (5) set in rotary motion, e.g. using a bench or column drill. The 
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rollers (6) evenly spaced in the head are kept by a separator (13) and protected by a cover (12). The rollers and 

head that are heated during rolling are cooled by a cooling system consisting of a copper cooler (11) filled with 

cooling liquid (20). The cooling liquid circulates gravitative around partition (19) under the influence of the 

difference coolant temperature. The heat from the cooler (11) is collected by an air stream generated by a fan (9) 

connected to the head (5). The airflow through the fan with spiral blades (10) takes place automatically during the 

spinning of the head because the air inlet is on a smaller spinning radius than the outlet. Arrows show the directions 

of flow of coolant and air in fig. 7. 

The complete cycle of the device illustrated in Fig. 7 is as follows. With the head (5) raised, the pick (1) is 

inserted into the tubular guide (2), in which it rests on the pressure spring (3). The head of the pick shaft is heated 

to the softening temperature of the material, and then the tip (4) is inserted into the seat (1b). The lowered head 

(5) presses the pick through the rollers (6), which causes the springs (3) and (22) to bend and the jaws (7) (protected 

by the cover (16)) to be clamped on the pick. The pick is firmly immobilized by teeth (7a) cut on the inner surface 

of the jaws (7). The loose connection with cylindrical inlets (15) protects against the rotation of the jaws while 

allowing their movement along the cone of the hull (14) (fixed to the base (17) with pins (18)). The rotation of the 

head (5) with increasing longitudinal pressure causes a permanent seating of the tip by rolling the softened material 

of the head (1a) of the pick shaft. 

 
Fig. 7.  Device for fixing tips of point-attack picks by rolling (description in the text) 

 

After rolling the tip, the head (5) with the rollers (6) is lifted upwards while maintaining rotation for cooling 

the rollers and the head. The spring (22) then releases the pressure of the jaws (7), which open under the action of 

the spring (8). The tensioned spring (3) carries up the pick, which can be easily removed, and in its place, another 

pick is inserted, for which the whole process is repeated, as described previously. Washers (21) and (23) are used 

to adjust spring tension (3) and (22). 

Cooling down after rolling, the material of the head of the pick shaft shrinks on the tip to further strengthen 

the connection. It is possible to increase thermal shrinkage efficiency by cooling the tip before inserting it into the 

seat in the pick shaft. Alternatively, it is possible to insert a thin metal disc (4a), for example, brass, into the bottom 

of the seat before placing the tip into it, to ease the distribution of tip contact pressure on the bottom of the seat. 
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This reduces the risk of brittle cracks in the tip from pressures caused by high impact loads of the impact pick 

when cutting very hard rocks. 

The plastic deformation of the head of the pick shaft can be additionally used to carry out the strengthening 

process by thermo-mechanical treatment. Heat-mechanical treatment increases the strength, hardness and 

resistance to abrasive wear of steel (Dobrzański, 2007). To fully use the effects of heat-mechanical treatment, it is 

necessary to choose the appropriate degree of heating, time and pace of rolling, and the right course of the cooling 

process after rolling the tips. Then it may be helpful to use additional cooling of the rolled zone of the picks, e.g. 

with an adjustable air stream. These parameters should be selected in the course of practical tests to obtain the best 

thermal-mechanical treatment effect. This creates additional opportunities to improve conical picks' performance, 

impossible to achieve with the currently used brazing of tips. 

The use of the described method of mounting the tips and the device for its implementation allows obtaining 

significant effects in terms of improving the durability and reliability of picks at low costs, low energy consumption 

and solder savings. Any machine tool with a vertical spindle can be adapted to perform the procedure using the 

device described. This does not require significant investment outlays. 

 

Conclusions 

 

One of the reasons for accelerated operational damage to mining machines conical picks is blocking 

the rotation of the picks around their axis during cutting. The resulting unsymmetrical wear of the picks increases 

the cut's energy consumption and increases the risk of fatigue fractures of the pick shafts. Improving the rotation 

conditions of the picks and increasing the resistance to fatigue cracking of the pick shafts can be obtained through 

the structural modifications described in this paper. By using an adapter ring with suitably shaped mechanical 

properties (which is an integral part of the pick), it is possible to provide the required high resistance to contact 

pressure and reduce the resistance of movement of the pick relative to the associated pick holder during the pick 

rotation. These rings can be made of alloy steel subjected to appropriate heat and thermochemical treatment or 

sintered materials containing additives reducing friction coefficient. The physicochemical properties of these rings 

can thus be shaped separately from the pick shafts. A significant advantage resulting from the use of adapter rings 

is the possibility of significantly increasing the radius of the transition of the shank of the pick shaft into the 

shoulder. The transition can be with a constant or even better – variable radius. This results in a significant 

improvement in the fatigue life of the pick shafts in this sensitive zone, thanks to the reduction of the impact of 

the geometric notch. This will reduce the phenomenon of fatigue fracture of the pick shafts, which is not an isolated 

phenomenon at all. 

Fastening the adapter ring by rolling the edge part of the shoulder on it is durable and reliable. Appropriate 

shaping of this ring's contact surface with the face of the pick holder or sleeve limits the penetration of the pick 

seat in the pick holder by water with a dust suspension, which prevents blocking of the pick in the pick holder that 

making impossible its rotation. 

The method of fastening tips to conical picks proposed in this article by hot rolling has many useful 

advantages. It eliminates the need for the solder to connect tips with pick shanks. As indicated by observations in 

operating conditions, these elements' soldered connection does not meet the durability requirements. This applies 

particularly to picks intended for hard rock cutting, exposed to high temperatures, which may lead to softening or 

even melting of solder and the strong abrasive impact of the rock being mined and spoil. The developed fastening 

of the pick tips with their shafts is inseparable throughout the entire life of the picks, even in the event of high 

abrasive wear of the head of their shafts. It is a positive fitting connection with the use of the effect of thermal 

shrinkage. The device described in this work cooperating with typical machine tools with a vertical spindle can be 

used to perform the rolling operation of the picks. 

Modifications to the construction and technology of conical (point-attack) picks presented in this paper 

contribute to a significant reduction in their wear and tear intensity, especially in the case of hard rock mining. The 

developed technology for manufacturing picks with a modified design does not cause a significant increase in 

investment outlays and costs of producing picks for mining machines. 
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